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introducing

the natural dyes created from beets, madder root, onion skins 
and rust opened our designers’ eyes to a brave new color palette. 

vivid palette
carpet  collection

color extracted from nature.

an intricate merger with texture. 

a glorious exploration of how one affects the other. 
woven, twisted, bundled, dipped and dyed. the result is unpredictable, random, beautiful. 
this is the fabric of nature and nurture, reinterpreted for the environment within. 



fold & bundle technique

inspiration: fold & bundle technique
this technique results in a fabric created from folding, 
stitching and bundle-dyeing with rust and eucalyptus.

we challenged Savannah College of Art & Design students to create original fiber art 
using natural-dye techniques. 
the over-arching themes from their work became the inspiration for the collection.



fold & bundle technique

G50 A27 A28 A57 L10 L9 L8

87BR1J | REPEAT: 6'W x 9'L

G50 A27 A28 A57 L10 L9 L8

88KF1J | REPEAT: 48"W x 48"L

G50 A27 A28 A57 L10 L9 L8

88GF1J | REPEAT: 36"W x 36"L

G50 A27 A28 J53 A29 L10 L9 L8

88DF1J | REPEAT: 72"W x 96"L

G50 A27 A28 A57 L10 L9 L8

88JF1J | REPEAT: 48"W x 48"L

G50 A27 A28 A57 L10 L9 L8

87AR1J | REPEAT: 6'W x 9'L



Y5746 | REPEAT: 24"W x 24"L A 6180 B 5657D Y5739 | REPEAT:  48"W x 48"LA 6180 B 5802D

fold & bundle technique



fold & bundle techniquecolor bleeds through texture like dye escaping through an open weave.

The ancient art of natural dyeing inspires a pattern that is at once undeniably modern.



G50 A27 A28

88HF1J | REPEAT: 12"W x 12"L

G50 A27 A28 A57 L10 L9 L8

88FF1J | REPEAT: 24"W x 24"L

cabuya technique

inspiration: cabuya technique
a SCAD student created this 
Costa Rican f iber art from 
delicately woven cabuya fiber. 
the design inspiration made its 
way into a carpet pattern that 
bears its name. 

G50 A27 A28 A57 L10 L9 L8

87DR1J | REPEAT: 6'W x 9'L



Y5743 | REPEAT:  48"W x 48"LA 6180 B 5657D

cabuya technique

Y5742| REPEAT:  48"W x 48"L A 6180 B 5802D



Y5744 | REPEAT: 12" x 24" A 6180 B 5657D Y5745 | REPEAT:  48"W x 48"LA 6180 B 5657D

cabuya technique



inspiration: 
potato dextrin technique

potato dextrin is a 
traditional hand-dyeing 

resist technique that results 
in a bold, graphic pattern. 

the american southeast beet
served as our color inspiration. 

potato dextrin technique

the intersection of pattern and dye.



G50 A27 A28 A57 L10 L9 L8

87CR1J | REPEAT: 6'W x 9'L

88EFIJ | REPEAT: 12"W x 12"L

G50 A27 L10 L9

potato dextrin technique



Y5741 | REPEAT: 48"W x 48"L A 6180 B 5802D Y5740 | REPEAT:  36"W x 48"LA 6180 B 5802D

potato dextrin technique



traditional hand-dyeing resist techniques inspired bold, organic patterns 
that create depth and luxury from corridors and ballrooms to guest rooms.

Vivid Palette tufted is an exploration of 
color and pattern. from guest rooms to 
public spaces, it is the color of nature 
that nurtures from the inside out.

Vivid Palette print is fresh, vibrant, 
and unabashedly bold. with designs 
that transition easily from lobbies 
to ballrooms to meeting rooms... 
and every public space in between. 

guest rooms elevator bays lobby

corridor corridor



eco-friendly eco-f iber

Vivid Palette is made of sustainable Eco Solution Q® nylon. 
•  Eco Solution Q is MBDC Cradle to Cradle certified and contains 

45% recycled content, consisting of 20% pre-consumer recycled content 
and 25% post-consumer recycled content. The recycled content is based on 
allocated nylon fiber from our total nylon fiber production and determined 
as a percent of total Eco Solution Q nylon output. Actual recycled content will 
likely vary.

• Recyclable through the Shaw Green Edge Recycling Program
•  Contributes to LEED point rating system for recycled content,  

low emitting materials and innovation in design
• Green Label Plus Certified 
• Print carpet is cradle-to-cradle
After its useful life, this product can be recycled again and again by calling 877.502.SHAW (7429)

TUFTED
There's a reason why we are the industry leader in tufted carpet for public space, 
guest rooms and corridors. Our tufted broadloom and carpet tile flooring 
offers distinctive designs with unsurpassed performance at competitive prices. 
The Shaw Hospitality Group inhouse design team works with you to create 
custom patterns, or you can select from our award-winning collections–both of 
which are available using more than 270 solution-dyed nylon colors. 

PRINT BROADLOOM
We understand that competitive hotels require a look that reflects your brand’s 
uniqueness. Along with the industry’s most advanced printing technology 
and a knowledgeable custom design support team, our digital printing system 
reproduces complex patterns and intricate details with precise line definition 
and exact color saturation. 
Print broadloom offers extraordinary design flexibility and customization. 
Select up to 10 color per pattern from our extensive library of more than 
720 colors with pattern repeats of up to 100 feet long and up to 60 feet wide. 
Industry-leading design flexibility, combined with a proprietary roster of base 
textures and weights, will satisfy any specification.

COMPUTER YARN PLACEMENT (CYP)
This digital tufting process allows us to create beautifully patterned carpets that 
rival the look and performance of woven. CYP creates textural effects with cut 
and loop construction. The end result: carpet that looks woven, but with the 
bleach and fade resistance of solution-dyed nylon. With a variety of backing 
options and an extensive library more than 270 solution-dyed nylon colors, 
CYP offers vast product flexibility for your design needs.

a note about our carpet for more information on Vivid Palette products, visit shawhospitalitygroup.com
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